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TECHNICAL RIDER INA WEST 

PA System: 

We do it loud ;) PA system should be adequate to the venue capacity. Max. 115 dB SPL is
needed. PA system should be installed, correctly tuned and checked before arrival of the 
band. Please make sure, that the PA system was produced by familiar brand: 

JBL SRX 725 powered by Crown Macrotech 2400 with, or without SUBs (powered by 
MT 5000vz). 

F.O.H: 

Mixing console should be set in a position that allows the sound engineer to get a right 
assessment of the sound. Mixer should be placed in the stage’s centre axis, among the 
audience, with right protection. For the time of soundcheck we need a communications 
mean between front console and the stage with microphone equipped with on-off 
button. Preferable mixing console from Digico.

Monitors

We play with ear in monitoring and two stereo wedge. 

Stage:
We need four solid and stable vocal stands. Floor on a stage should be dry, the

dimensions of the stage should be at least 6m x 5m (club) or 10m x 8m (open air). In the
case of open-air concerts, the stage must be protected by side and rear rainproof
curtains. In the case of a winter open-air concerts we need the temperature of at least 20
degrees C. on the stage. 

Power supply:
The organiser is fully responsible for safety of the musicians and their equipment,

during all time of a soundcheck and concert. Power sockets must be free of ground hums
and electric buzzes, with one source of electricity with 230V voltage. We need two
extension leads, all with  5 sockets compatible with plug types C, E & F (SCHUKO
compatible). 

INPUT LIST 
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INPUT LIST 

CHANNEL SOURCE MIC/LINE INSERT POSITION
1 KICK D112/beta52a short stand 4

2 SNARE TOP E904/SM57 short stand 4

3 FLOOR TOM e604/MD421 4

4 OVERHEAD L E914/SM94 long stand 4

5 OVERHEAD R E914/SM94 long stand 4

6-7 // NORD DIBOX STEREO 1
8 YAMAHA mono DIBOX MONO 2
9 BASS GUITAR DIBOX (own)  - we ask organiser to

 provide BASS AMP
3

10-11 // SPD SX stereo DIBOX STEREO 1
12 SPD SUB L (click) DIBOX MONO 1
13 VOCAL 1 IZA NORD/ YAMAHASM 58 1
14 VOCAL 3 IZA FRONT SM 58 3
15 VOCAL 4 JAKOB DRUMS SM 58 4


